No police action despite loud anti-HH heckling

(Continued from page 1)

Amid cries of "socialism," Ted Kennedy strongly endorsed Humphrey. The vocal action continued and reached a crescendo as TedKennedy accused Humphrey as "the next president of the U.S." Humphrey had to shout to distinguish his voice from the boos. During his rebuttal of Saline talk, one could recall Mrs. Humphrey a year or two ago tearing the scene and Mayor White gesturing at the hecklers in a state of shock. Senator Kennedy

placated shoelessly, coolly, pell-mell, understandingly, and possibly heeded the wise counsel of the police captains in the area to speak of the 

restlessness and profound disquiet which has gripped the nation.

Much of Humphrey's speech seemed to be an attempt to somehow affix a tinge of the magic Kennedy mantle upon himself. He also chided Nixon for his insensitive record and ambivalent stands on most of the central issues, specifically the nuclear non-proliferation treaty, while he dwelt at some length on the campaign of the Space Corps. Important as these issues were, they were irrelevant to the 

hectics who taunted him throughout and repeatedly shouted, "What about Vietnam?"

When he finally mentioned Vietnam, the Vice President covered the subject in two swift sentences, quoting his Chicago acceptance speech verbatim. He simply

pledged to devote all his thought and energy to the war, promising further developments at the ancient. Not surprising in view of the tremendous pressure to modify the protesters.

Several times, Kennedy addressed his tormentors, in 

that the hecklers' actions were 

'strongly condemned.' Later he charged them with 

'strongly encouraging the 

restlessness on the part of the American people.' Senator Kennedy

stared blankly downward, fully 

understanding yet helpless to cope with the 

restlessness and profound disquiet which has gripped the nation.
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